
Poland

Currency EURO

Taxes 23% VAT per rental

Surcharges PLAP - Poland Airport Fees - WAW - Warsaw Frederic Chopin Airport 12.60% per rental - VAT 

taxable

PLAP - Poland Airport Fees - KRK - Krakow Airport 6% per rental - VAT taxable

PLAP - Poland Airport Fees - GDN - Gdansk Airport 8% per rental - VAT taxable

PLAP - Poland Airport Fees - LCJ - Lodz Airport 6% per rental - VAT taxable

PLAP - Poland Airport Fees - WRO - Wroclaw Airport 7% per rental - VAT taxable

Collision Damage Waiver - Theft Protection (included) "Collision Damage Waiver /Theft Protection (CDWTP) covers the renter in cases of damage 

and/or theft/attempted theft to the rental vehicle with the customer's responsibility limited to the 

amount of the excess/deductible. 

This amount depends on car groups and ranges between 396.20 EUR and 1353.00 EUR . 

CDWTP cost ranges between 9.20 EUR and 18.98 EUR per day plus VAT. CDWTP may be 

mandatory and included in rates. If CDWTP is declined; in cases of damage/theft of the rented 

vehicle, the customer will be liable up to the full value of the vehicle."

Rate/Day Included

Third Party Liability (included) Supplementary Liability Protection (SLP) - Third Party Liability is included in the rate and 

provides cover up to Euro 5,000, 000 EUR for bodily Injury and/or death to third parties, and up 

to 1,000,000 EUR for damage to third party property.

Rate/Day N/A

Tire and Windshield Protection Wheels, Tires, Undercarriage and Glass Coverage - reduces financial liability for the customer to 

a deductible amount in cases of damage to the rental vehicle windshields, tires and/or rims, 

mirrors, undercarriage (including muffler and oil sump), interior (including boot), registration 

plates , wipers and car aerial. 

Rate/Day TBA

Super Collision Damage Waiver Super Collision Damage Waiver (SCDW) is an optional coverage that reduces the excess on 

CDW (Collision Damage Waiver) to zero. CDW must be purchased in conjunction with SCDW. 

This coverage exempts the customer from financial liability for damages to the vehicle excluding 

theft and fire. SCDW is not applicable if the cause of the damage is deliberate or a result of 

gross negligence. The cost of SCDW varies according to a car group. SCDW rates range from 

10 EUR to 21.72 EUR per day plus VAT. 

Rate/Day Rates range from EUR 10 to EUR 21,72 per day plus VAT

Super Collision Damage Waiver & Theft Protection Super Collision Damage Waiver/Theft Waiver (SCDW/TP) is an optional coverage that reduces 

the excess on CDW/TP (Collision Damage Waiver/Theft Protection) to zero. CDW/TP must be 

purchased in conjunction with SCDW/TP. This coverage exempts the customer from financial 

liability for damages to the vehicle and theft excluding fire. SCDW/TP is not applicable if the 

cause of the damage is deliberate or a result of gross negligence. The cost of SCDW/TP varies 

according to a car group. SCDW/TP rates range from 13.80 EUR to 25.88 EUR per day plus 

VAT. SCDW/TP cover is not available for car groups Fullsize or above.

Rate/Day Rates range from EUR 13,80 to EUR 25,88 per day plus VAT

Zero Risk Pack Collision Damage Waiver/Super Collision Damage Waiver/Theft Protection Plus  is a package of 

insurance products for customers who do not have basic Collision Damage Waiver and Theft 

Protection CDWTP included in their rates and exempts the customer from financial liability in 

cases of theft and/or damage to the rental vehicle. This coverage excludes fire damage cover 

but includes cover for damages to windshields, tires and/or rims, mirrors, undercarriage 

(including muffler and oil sump), interior (including boot), registration plates , wipers and car 

aerial.

Super CDW & Tires and Windshield Protection Super Collision Damage Waiver/Theft Protection Plus - exempts the customer from financial 

liability in cases of theft and/or damage to the rental vehicle. This coverage excludes fire damage 

cover but includes cover for damages to windshields, tires and/or rims, mirrors, undercarriage 

(including muffler and oil sump), interior (including boot), registration plates , wipers and car 

aerial.

Roadside Assistance "All information for the roadside provider is listed on the rental contract.  Roadside assistance is 

available 24/7.  

In case of damage, accident or damaged/lost keys a tow truck from the insurance company is 

called. If the customer cannot continue his trip with the rented car a replacement will be 

provided. A phone number of the insurance company (24/7) is given to the customer with the car 

documents. No fees are charged for roadside assistance in the case of damage or accident. If 

the customer damages/loses the car keys and in cases of driver negligence or violation of the 

rental agreement the rental car company will charge the customer for all costs. 

In the case of the loss of car documentation, renters will be charged with the contractual penalty 

to the amount of 100 PLN (incl VAT) and for the loss of the vehicle keys the penalty will range 

between 1230-3690 PLN (incl VAT)."

Surcharges Included



Renter Requirement Collision Damage Waiver/Super Collision Damage Waiver/Theft Protection Plus  is a package of 

insurance products for customers who do not have basic Collision Damage Waiver and Theft 

Protection CDWTP included in their rates and exempts the customer from financial liability in 

cases of theft and/or damage to the rental vehicle. This coverage excludes fire damage cover 

but includes cover for damages to windshields, tires and/or rims, mirrors, undercarriage 

(including muffler and oil sump), interior (including boot), registration plates , wipers and car 

aerial.

Age Requirements "All car groups can be driven by customers aged 21 years and above.A young driver fee in the 

amount of 6.15 EUR will apply for drivers aged between 21-24 and on the condition they possess 

a driving license minimum 1 year for car groups - Mini MDMR, Economy EDMR, Compact 

CDMR, CWMR, CDAR, CXAR and minimum 2 years for car groups: Intermediate IDMR, IDAR, 

IWAR, IXAR, IVMR, IVAR and Fullsize FDAR, FFAR.

For groups Standard Van, SVMR and Premium, PDAR a young driver fee in the amount of 6.15 

EUR will apply for drivers aged between 21-24 and on the condition they possess a driving 

license minimum 2 years. All fees quoted include VAT."

Payment Policy All major credit cards are accepted. Debit cards and cash payments are not accepted. All cards 

presented must be in the renter’s name. A security deposit plus the estimated cost of the rental 

will be taken at the time of rental. For the car categories Mini to Intermediate a deposit of 400.00 

EUR is required. Passenger Vans, SUVs and Premiums require a deposit of 650.00 EUR.

Deposit Security deposit plus the estimated cost of the rental will be taken at the time of rental. 

Additional Driver For each authorized additional driver a charge of 4.92 EUR per day inclusive of VAT will be 

applied.  Full rental conditions apply to all additional drivers.  

Rate/Day EUR 4,92 per day incl VAT

Infant Seat "Child seats are mandatory in Poland for children whose height is lower than 150 cm. 

Enterprise/Alamo/National Poland offers child seats for children from birth up to 36 kg.

CSI Baby Seat:  8.00 EUR per day (max 60.00 EUR per rental). All fees quoted include VAT."

Rate/Day EUR 8 per day incl VAT

Child Safety Seat "Child seats are mandatory in Poland for children whose height is lower than 150 cm. 

Enterprise/Alamo/National Poland offers child seats for children from birth up to 36 kg.

CST Child Toddler Seat: 8.00 EUR per day (max 60.00 EUR per rental). All fees quoted include 

VAT."

Rate/Day EUR 8 per day incl VAT

Child Booster Seat "Child seats are mandatory in Poland for children whose height is lower than 150 cm. 

Enterprise/Alamo/National Poland offers child seats for children from birth up to 36 kg.

BST Booster Seat: 5.01 EUR per day (max 45.00 EUR per rental). All fees quoted include VAT."

Rate/Day EUR 5,01 per day incl VAT

GPS Navigation Device Available

Rate/Day EUR 12.30 per day (max EUR 86.10 per rental). All fees quoted include VAT.

Ski Racks N/A

Rate/Day N/A

Snow Chains Available

Rate/Day  8.61 EUR per day (max 86.10 EUR per rental). All fees quoted include VAT.

Snow Tires Winter tires are available free of charge.  All vehicles are equipped with winter tires from 11/15 

until 3/15.  

Rate/Day Free of charge

Toll Pass Waiver

Rate/Day

Wifi Device

Rate/Day

Cross Border Policy Vehicles can be driven in all European countries except Albania, Belarus, Bosnia, Moldova, 

Montenegro, North Macedonia, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Turkey and Ukraine.

A surcharge of 61.50 EUR will apply for all cross border travels. 

Prior authorization to leave the country with the vehicle is not required.

Oneway rentals "One Way Rentals 

Domestic one-ways are available for all locations within Poland.

A one-way fee of 61.50 EUR including VAT is applicable for each one-way rental. One way 

rentals between Krakow Airport and Krakow Downtown and Warsaw Frederic Chopin Intl Airport 

and between Warsaw Modlin Airport are free of charge. The one way information is required in 

the reservation. There is no minimum rental length for all domestic one ways. We require 24 

hours notice before drop off."

Refueling Policy All vehicles are supplied with a full tank and must be returned in the same condition. The 

customer must pay for the missing fuel at the end of the rental. It is the customer's responsibility 

to refuel with the correct fuel type. If the vehicle is returned with less than a full tank, a refueling 

charge in the amount of 2.46 EUR per liter inclusive of VAT will occur. Fuel prices are subject to 

change at any time.

After Hours N/A

Delivery and Collection N/A

Languages Spoken Polish, English



Driving Side of the Road Right
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